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  NEW! Lauren Hoffman on “Wheels Off with Rhett Miller”, available wherever you listen to podcasts























  
  








  “The SoCal-via-Virginia songwriter hits a Laurel Canyon-flavored high on Mercury Girls, which has the brooding vibe of her Nineties cult fave Megiddo but with an adult edge in “Lost Cause” (men in general) or “The Chemical” … “Mercury Girls” is the stunner: a Bowie-smitten to interplanetary women trapped on earth. The Mercury Girl might pass for human, but on the inside, “She’s hiding her mind from you/She’s saving her secrets for songs.” Hoffman also does a Bandcamp remake that’s a fab acoustic duet with her 11-year-old daughter.” — Rob Sheffield, Rolling Stone 
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  MERCURY GIRLS
album, 2019 
BANDCAMP 
SPOTIFY 
YOUTUBE 
PANDORA 
AMAZON 
APPLE 
TIDAL 
more >>























  
  










  mercury girls videos / singles / alt versions / lyrics & chords
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  “I do not know what life has done with Lauren Hoffman, but if the material on this album is anything to go by she has had her fair share of challenges both self-inflicted and provided by fate…”. 
- Olav Martin Bjørnsen, House of Prog
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  The 
Secret 
Storm
album, 2017
spotify .
pandora .
apple music . 
amazon .
deezer .
tidal . 
 
























  
  





 




  Family Ghost & The Secret Storm >>
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  INERPLANETARY TRAVELER
album, 2010
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  bandcamp 
spotify 
youtube 
pandora 
amazon 
apple 
tidal 
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  “Thing is, Hoffman has always been a bit of a rolling stone, an independent spirit that explains in part the deliberate pace of her releases, whether due to clashes with her label or personal searches … Despite a project that was built on uprooting for something different, Interplanetary Traveler is Hoffman’s most cohesive and unpretentious album to date.” - Steve Leftridge, PopMatters
“Pictures From America” - NPR Song Of The Day >


































        

        
          
        
      

    

  

    

      
        
        
          


  album, 2006























  
  





 




  CHOREOGRAPHY


on BANDCAMP 
on SPOTIFY 
on YOUTUBE
on PANDORA 
on AMAZON 
on APPLE 
on TIDAL























  
  





 




  “Its opening track, Broken, is an achingly beautiful slice of romantic regret set against a backdrop of twinkling musical invention, all echoes and floating notes. And it doesn’t end there…” - Joe Breen, Irish Times
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  choreography videos / singles / alt versions
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  album, 2021
CHOREOGRAPHIC
a companion to choreography
bandcamp 
spotify 
youtube 
pandora 
amazon 
apple 
tidal 























  
  














        

        
          
        
      

    

  

    

      
        
        
           




  album, 2000 
‘deluxe’ version, 2019



























 




   From The Blue House (Deluxe)
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   “Lauren Hoffman’s second album is an entirely satisfying surprise. There’s plenty to immediately fall in love with: her engaging, pure voice; her unclichéd folk-based indie rock that sounds like Liz Phair’s jazzier sister; her catchy melodies; her cautious, wise and funny narratives that carefully side-step obvious and cynical traps…”
- Michael Barclay, exclaim!
  bandcamp . spotify . youtube . pandora . amazon . apple . tidal























  
  












        

        
          
        
      

    

  

    

      
        
        
          


  MEGIDDO
album, 1997

GET MEGIDDO ON VINYL
BANDCAMP
SPOTIFY
YOUTUBE
PANDORA
AMAZON
APPLE
TIDAL
























  
  





 

 





  “Forget that newcomer Lauren Hoffman has just turned 20, and listen to her adventurous music that is sophisticated and humorous… Hoffman is a storyteller… The variety of subjects is topped by the different musical styles that she has at her disposal, including blues, rock, and even folk. In every case, Hoffman has a splendid sense of melody ” - New York Post, 1997
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  ABOUT ME
Songwriter & recording artist with 6 albums so far. Previously signed to Virgin, I've also released through indie labels Fargo (France), Dreamy (UK), PIAS (EU), Kill Rock Stars and Pitch-A-Tent (US) … more >> 
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  & in case there weren’t enough acoustic covers on youtube … i’ve done 89
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   DEMOS / UNRELEASED / WORKS IN PROGRESS, ETC































        

        
          
        
      

    

  

    

      
        
        
          


  always in my hand 



























 




  acoustic demo, only on youtube
play along: lyrics & chords pdf
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  it’s just my sense of humor…























  
  











  demo/single, only on youtube and bandcamp. 
play along: lyrics & chords pdf
(more to come)























  
  











  bandcamp . spotify . youtube . pandora . amazon . apple . tidal 























  
  








   oh hello you’ve found me i’m a little link
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  ~ i see you ~
whatchu want? 
wikipedia (mostly correct) 
home 
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      Ye Olde Mailing List

      I send out announcements from time to time about new releases and videos, etc. Sign up here:
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  Copyright Lauren Hoffman 2022
Photography used in website design by Johnny St Ours, Sam Erickson, and Billy Hunt. 
Album cover photography by Kate Swan and Jason Beaupre, Jen Fariello, Sam Erickson, and Jyoti Sackett 
Musicians on my albums include: 
Guest Singers Lilli Ross, Devon Sproule, Kristen Asbury Hott, Alethea Leventhal, Sally Rose Monnes, Erin Lunsford, Jeff Diehm
Multi-Instrumentalists David Lowery, Jon Brion, Alan Weatherhead
Guitars by Assaf Ayalon, Tony Lechmanski, Cam DiNunzio, Timo Ellis (and me)
Cello by Chris Lancaster, Maya Belsitzman, Cathy Monnes, Brandon Collins, Kevin Davis 
Violin by Michel Grailsummer ~ Trumpet by John D’earth 
Keyboards by Brian Kehew, Ethan Lipscomb, Craig Harmon, (and me)
Bassists Bob Rupe, Nick Pelliciotto, Scot Fitzsimmons, Ben Jacobs, Jeff Diehm, Mark Graham, (and me)
Drummers John Morand, Johnny Hott, Charlie Quintana, Adam Wade, Rod Coles, Miguel Urbiztondo, Eron Porat, Gadi Seri, Jordan Mancini, Kevin Ardrey, & Darrell Moran

Producers and engineers on my albums include:
David Lowery, John Morand, Ethan Johns, Brian Kehew, Alan Weatherhead, Assaf Ayalon, Mark Graham, and Ryan Freeland (and me)
Thank you, all of you ^ for making music with me!
























  
  










  





    


    

    

  